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    1.Survivor 3:56    2.Flowers 3:59    3.Ascension  3:49    4.Isolation  2:56    5.Storm Away 3:52
   6.When Angels Rise 4:11    7.Identity 3:36    8.Swiftly 4:42    9.Light Up 2:29    10.Out of My
Soul 3:34    11.Talk of an End 4:53      Helen Jane Long - piano  The London Players - strings 
  

 

  

Identity (2016) by Helen Jane Long is a masterpiece by a gifted artist. As the CD says:
"Composed, arranged & produced by Helen Jane Long."

  

I listen as I work and rest. My work is in the area of the language arts, as a teacher and poet. I
do not know the technical language of music, to be able to fully describe all that Helen Jane
Long and The London Players achieve with Identity.

  

Her music has so much depth and breadth. There is an emotional quality, an empathy, that
inspires me to listen often; as I remember my parents, for example. I imagine that people of all
ages can appreciate her music, which is a great blessing now in my life.

  

Beautiful and excellent art. Thank you. ---Ellen Grace Olinger, amazon.com
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Helen Jane Long is an award-winning film composer whose musicology brings indie culture to
classical and soundtrack music. This one-time Warner Bros. composer left it all behind to create
her own record label, publishing company and destiny. Her signature sound is cinematic
classical and she’s kicking and dragging it into the future with her stunning fourth release,
“Identity”.

  

Her new album, Identity, marks yet another shift in her composing career as she sets out to take
listeners on a musical exploration of the things that make us individuals among humanity.
Composed over the course of a year, Identity marks a move toward a bigger sound as she
embraces the full richness of soundtrack composition folded into her uniquely intimate melodies.
The highly anticipated fourth album releases worldwide on April 11, 2016.

  

Enormously talented, extraordinarily kind and exceptionally engaged in the processes of
composing and performing, it’s obvious that no matter which lens you view Helen Jane Long
through, certain things remain crystal clear. Her life long devotion to her music, development of
her craft, and dedication to her process has spawned music that enhances and illuminates the
world around her. ---bandcamp.com

  

download (mp3 @320 kbs):

  

yandex mediafire ulozto gett bayfiles
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